
Bur��� Bul����n Bo�r�

Whe� wa���n� yo�� c�i�d’s ju���r/ho��� at t�e we����d, p�e��� ca� yo� c�e�k t�a� it ha� t�e co���c�
na�� in it an� p�e��� re���n to t�e offic� if yo�� c�i�d ha� ac����n�a�l� co�� ho�� wi�� t�e w�o�g on� !



Message from our Gardener Gemma…..

Welcome back to the 2024 Growing Season…which hasn’t quite begun just yet! The

early months of the year are spent checking tools, cleaning pots, ordering seeds and

preparing the ground ready for when the soil warms to a, not so balmy, 7 degrees

Celsius. Most seeds will need above this temperature to germinate, so our quest to

source a poly tunnel to get things going/growing after the February half term will be

paramount. This is so we can get ahead with particular crops which will be ready to

harvest during the school term before they break up for the Summer. But that is a long

way off yet!

In the meantime, it would be fantastic if we were able to come up with a name for our

garden. Sopley School has their ‘Secret Garden’ but Burley is lacking a name thus far.

So if there are any ideas, please could you write them on a piece of paper and hand

them into the office on Monday.

It would also be wonderful if the children were able to help fill our new school garden

display board, located in the library, with some work so they can really start to

understand and get involved with the processes involved in producing their own food!

If the children were interested in creating some non-compulsory, extracurricular pieces

(words/pictures/drawings etc) about the following then that would be great!

● Why do we use crop rotation when growing food?

● What are the 4 main botanical family groups used when growing vegetables?

● Why is wildlife beneficial for our garden?

● What types of wildlife do we need to encourage and what is native to where we

are located?

We look forward to seeing and displaying your work!








